








With this edition, we embark on a journey into the heart of

HCLFoundation's impactful initiatives through the lens of

Prakriti Khar, the passionate human behind bringing us our

volunteering initiatives, what we lovingly know as the

"Power of One" (Po1) at HCLTech.

from virtual teaching to innovative fundraising

drives," Prakriti explains.

In the same breath, she adds how, volunteering is

also about recognizing employee dedication. She

emphasizes the vital role employees play in CSR

initiatives, "Employees are the backbone of our CSR

projects. Their dedication not only contributes to

profitability but also fuels meaningful CSR projects,

enabling us to touch more lives and create a

meaningful impact."

Prakriti is Noida-based, where she stays with her
husband (who is a Chef) and father-in-law. Ask her, if ‘a
chef who cooks at home is a lie’, and she nods her head
ferociously in agreement! 

Power of One – unleashed!Power of One – unleashed!

"Joining HCLFoundation during the peak of the COVID-19

pandemic was challenging, but it fuelled our innovation.

Power of One became a virtual bridge, connecting

employees to impactful volunteering opportunities, from

From Classroom to Community:From Classroom to Community:

"Humanity has always been my driving force. From my early

love for social studies to my commitment to environmental

conservation – my educational journey aligned seamlessly

with my passion for making a positive impact," shares

Prakriti. She holds a Bachelors in Political Science from the

Lady Shri Ram College, University of Delhi and a Masters in

Social Work from Delhi School of Social Work. Her love for

social sciences (over natural sciences) is also a result of, as

Prakriti puts it, “genes at play!” (To put that in context, she

is daughter to a journalist and a teacher.”)

Starting her career in communications and corporate

fundraising at Save the Children, Prakriti's trajectory led her

to manage CSR for PNB Housing Finance. She reflects,

"seeing employees engage in volunteer activities, making a

difference in the lives of others, motivated me to focus

entirely on employee volunteering."

A-day-in-the-life-of-PrakritiA-day-in-the-life-of-Prakriti

“Coordinating client visits, responding to global calls,

and ensuring a seamless experience during on-

campus or off-campus CSR/volunteering activities

are integral to my day. It's a dynamic role that

requires constant adaptability," Prakriti shares,

adding, “Take for instance, the Power of One portal -

a platform hosted on our intranet www.myhcl.com -

where employees can discover curated volunteering

opportunities and express their unique skills and

interests. It was born from a collective effort so that

volunteers have access to meaningful and impactful

experiences aligned with their passions.”

Ask her, “what drives Praks(as her colleagues fondly

call her) forward?” and she is quick to reply, “It has to

be connecting with people and learning from diverse

experiences! My transformation from a shy child to a

confident advocate for volunteering has been a

personal triumph."

Prakriti’s journey is a testament to the transformative

power of passion and commitment. And in the

process, demonstrating how an individual can inspire

collective action - for a better world.


















































